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The question
• Why do housing developers voluntarily slow their rate of new housing 

production when they make money from selling new homes? 


• This question lies at the heart of current academic and political debates 
about the effect of planning and zoning on housing markets. 


• Any answer must consider the market absorption rate—the rate of new 
sales that maximises economic gains to property ownership over time.


• How this rate varies with market conditions, outside of any potential 
planning constraints, is hard to observe, as is the economic payoff from 
doing so. 



Context

“Developer Stockland said it has endeavoured to bring projects onto the 
market as quickly as it can clear complex approval processes, often through 
multiple local, state and federal authorities. “It is costly and inefficient for 
developers to hold inactive land,” Stockland residential chief executive 
Andrew Whitson said.” 


(Tan, 2016) 



Context

“...it would not be sensible to attempt to solve the problem of market 
absorption rates by forcing the major house builders to reduce the prices at 
which they sell their current, relatively homogenous products. 


This would, in my view, create very serious problems not only for the major 
house builders but also, potentially, for prices and financing in the housing 
market, and hence for the economy as a whole.”


(Letwin, 2018, pp.8-9)
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Helping answer the question
• Four new absorption rate metrics


1. Development rate ratio (DRR) – average production rate to peak rate 
ratio


2. Development rate variability (DRV) – minimum production rate to peak 
rate ratio 


3. Delay premium ratio (DPR) – average minus minimum price divided by 
minimum price


4. Delay premium variability (DPV) – maximum minus minimum price 
divided by minimum price 


• We calculate these metrics for a sample of nine approved major Australian 
housing subdivisions (>3,000 dwellings). 



Development rate ratio (DRR)

• How fast did housing development occur compared to how fast it could 
have if all housing was developed at the maximum observed rate? 
 

DRR =
Average production rate

Maximum production rate



Development rate variability (DRV)

• How much slower will developers produce housing compared to the 
maximum rate? 
 

DRV =
Minimum production rate
Maximum production rate



Delay premium ratio (DPR)

• How much higher are actual prices received compared to the minimum 
price? 
 

DPR =
Average price − Minimum price

Minimum price



Delay premium variability (DPV)

• How much higher is the maximum price received compared to the 
minimum price? 
 

DPV =
Maximum price − Minimum price

Minimum price



Subdivision projects



Assumptions

• New housing is build-to-order. This means that sales = production is a 
reasonable assumption.


• We have a database of all sales from CoreLogic for all areas since the 
2000 (only one project began before this date).


• We use project start date up until Jan 2020 as the time frame of analysis.


• We also conduct the pricing analysis on a per-square-metre basis but 
production rates on a per-lot basis. 



Distribution of sales rates



Absorption rate metrics



Example subdivision



Example subdivision



What about at a larger scale?

• Does absorption rate variability cancel out as we aggregate, or does it 
scale proportionally? 


• We check company data total supply in each state across many projects 
using Stockland’s reported settlements, and council area data on new 
housing lot production.



Company data









So what?

• This suite of new metrics highlights the central role of the market 
absorption rate in determining how fast new housing is produced.


• Housing producers are extremely sensitive to market conditions in their 
choice of the rate of new supply in the absence of planning constraints.


• This aggregates up to higher levels. Variability doesn’t cancel out.


• Financial gains to adapting sales rates and prices to market conditions 
appear to be substantial.



Last word
• The question for understanding the supply side of housing markets is how 

planning regulations can affect the absorption rate? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 










